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Abstract—Recent studies foresee that there would be roughly
50 billion of machine type communication (MTC) devices by
2020. Coping with the massive signaling overhead expected from
these devices in 5G network is an important hurdle to tackle.
In this paper, we have proposed two optimal solutions that
use Device-to-Device (D2D) communications to lightweight the
overhead of MTC devices on 5G network. Each scheme has
a specific objective, and aims to manage the communications
between devices and eNodeBs to achieve its objective. The
proposed solutions nominate the devices that should communicate
through D2D communication fashion and those that should
directly communicate with eNodeBs. The first solution aims
to reduce the energy consumption, whereas the second one
aims to reduce the data transfer delay at the eNodeBs. The
performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated via simulations
and the obtained results demonstrate their feasibility and ability
in achieving their design goals.

Index Terms—LTE-A, MTC, D2D communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Driven by the success of M2M-based applications (such as
Intelligent Transportation Services), recent studies foresee that
there would be roughly 50 billion of MTC devices by 2020
[1]. The diversity of MTC applications, which need a high
number of deployed devices, will put very high pressure on
the cellular mobile network. Indeed, deploying the expected
number of MTC devices in the cellular mobile network would
face many challenges, such as the inadequacy of the current
networks for the MTC traffic as there is more Uplink traffic
than Downlink. Moreover, it may cause congestion and system
overload in the whole network, i.e. in the Radio Access
Network (RAN) part and the Core Network (CN) part, due
to the huge amount of data/control traffic generated by MTC
devices. In order to alleviate system overload and congestion at
both parts of the network, 3GPP organization has established
different studies groups [2]. So far, only system requirements
without concrete solutions have been proposed. Meanwhile,
several research works have been conducted, wherein existing
signaling congestion avoidance and overload control solutions
for MTC could be classified into two classes:
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i) Proactive class, where two approaches exist. The first
one consists in separating the MTC traffic from the non-
MTC traffic by using techniques like grouping MTC devices
into groups or clusters [3]. After that, the access to RAN
is differentiated for each group. For instance, by choosing
different RAN access parameters in order to give more priority
to the non-MTC traffic or improving group paging [4]. The
second approach tries to reduce the amount of signaling traffic
by aggregating the MTC requests either at the eNodeBs (Bulk
signaling) or by creating profile ID that replaces common
Information Element (IE) used by a group of MTC devices,
which allow to reduce the size of signaling traffic. This
latter solution is working like the Robust Header Compression
(ROHC) principle.
ii) Reactive class, which reacts to the congestion, caused

by massive MTC attach/connect requests, by rejecting (mainly
through admission control [5], [6]) or delaying these requests
at the eNodeB.

Network controlled D2D communications was originally
proposed in [7] where power control was proposed to be used
to mitigate the impact of D2D links on cellular users sharing
the same band. Since then the radio resource control and mode
selection of D2D links have attracted a lot of attention in
the research community. A recent review on the related radio
resource control schemes can be found in [8]. Most of the
works so far have focused on single operator case, but the EU
project METIS also addressed the possibility for setting up
D2D link between devices associated with different operators
[9]. One of the first real implementations of D2D communi-
cations within LTE frame allowing interference cancellation
between cellular UEs and D2D links has been demonstrated
in [10]. The main idea is to use D2D communication between
MTCs rather than the direct communication with the eNodeB.
Thus, one MTC device is in charge of receiving the traffic from
other devices, and then it aggregates (or not) and forwards
the traffic toward the eNodeB. However, most of these works
assume that the MTC are preconfigured to use only D2D
communication, which is not optimal most of the time. In this
paper, we propose new solutions that permit for the operator
to select the subset of MTC along with the MTC head that use
D2D, and the subset of MTC that use direct communication
with the eNodeB. We propose two different solutions aiming
to reduce separately the global energy consumption and the



communication delay at the eNodeB.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we formally define the problem of communication between
devices and eNodeBs. The proposed solutions are presented
in Section III. The simulation results are presented in Section
IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Problem definition

In Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A), two types
of communication are suggested to attach the MTC devices
to eNodeBs: i) MTC devices communicate directly with
eNodeB; ii) MTC devices communicate using a D2D fashion
(i.e., form clusters) and then the cluster head forwards the
aggregated data to the eNodeB. The direct communication
between devices and eNodeBs has a positive impact on data
transfer delay, whereas the communication through D2D fash-
ion leads to reduce the energy consumption at the devices.
The direct transmission of data to the eNodeBs overcomes
the delay at the intermediate devices that can be involved
when D2D communication is used. Meanwhile, the communi-
cation power for D2D mode is much smaller than the power
required to communicate with a far eNodeB. Therefore, the
devices which operate in D2D fashion experience a reduced
energy consumption. Moreover, this operation mode reduces
the contention at the eNodeBs as only few MTC devices would
be concurrent to communicate with the eNodeBs. For such
a network model, in this paper, we tackle the problem of
communication between devices and eNodeBs to reduce the
energy consumption and the data transfer delay, while main-
taining the network contention below a maximum threshold.
The notations used throughout this paper are summarized in
Table I.

TABLE I: Notations used in the paper.

Notation Description
X The set of devices in the network.
Y The set of eNodeBs in the network.
Xx,y A boolean decision variable that shows if a device x

selects y as next hop.
η(x) A function that return the neighbors of node x in graph

G.
Ex,y The energy consumption between devices x and y.
E A variable that represents the maximum amount of en-

ergy consumed in the network.
EMAX The maximum amount of energy consumption tolerated

in the network.
D[λ]
x,y The delay of data transfer between devices x and y using

the data generation rate λ.
D A variable that represents the maximum transfer delay in

the network.

DMAX

The maximum amount of data transfer delay tolerated in
the network.

Cy The contention at eNodeB y. Formally, Cy =∑
x∈X Xx,y .

CMAX The maximum contention tolerated in the network. We
need to satisfy the condition maxy∈Y Cy ≤ CMAX .

Fx,y An integer variable that mimics packet flow generated
from the devices x to receiver y.

B. Communication modeling
In this section, we model the communications between the

different MTC nodes. In order to improve the communication
reliability, an automatic repeat request (ARQ) scheme is used
for forwarding the information. The ARQ scheme allows
resending a packet until successful reception at the destination
or a maximum number of retransmissions M is reached. The
number of ARQ retransmissions required for successful packet
reception varies randomly according to the fading channel
conditions.

Let x denotes the transmitting device, whereas y refer to the
receiving node (device or eNodeB). The channel gain between
these two nodes is referred to as αx,y . A Rayleigh block-
fading channel is considered, where the channel gain αx,y
remains constant over one block1 but changes independently
from one block to another. The interferences generated by
different nodes on the receiving node y are taken into account
in our model. The fading coefficient from node t to node y is
referred to as αt,y , which also follows a Rayleigh distribution.
The received signal ry at a destination node y can be expressed
as

ry = αx,y
√
Pxux +

t6=x,y∑
t∈X∪Y

αt,y
√
Ptut + ny , (1)

where Px and Pt denote transmission powers of nodes x and
t, respectively. The symbols transmitted by node x and node
t are referred to as ux and ut, respectively. ny is a zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise with variance N0. The term γx,y
denotes the instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio at node
y given by γx,y = Pxα

2
x,y/N0 [11]. The mean value of γx,y

is denoted as γ̄x,y which can be expressed as

γ̄x,y =
PxE[α2

x,y ]

N0
, (2)

where E[α2
x,y] represents the channel variance, and E[·] de-

notes the expectation operator. Using a distance dependent
path loss model, the channel variance can be determined as
[12] E[α2

x,y ] =

(
d0

dx,y

)β
, (3)

where dx,y refers to the distance between nodes x and y,
d0 denotes a reference distance typically set to 1 m, and β
denotes the path loss exponent. In our physical model, we
take into account the effects of both path loss and fast fading,
while the impact of shadowing is neglected. The instantaneous
received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at node
y is defined as [11]

SINRx,y =
Pxα2

x,y

N0 +
∑t 6=x,y
t∈X∪Y Ptα

2
t,y

=
γx,y

1 +
∑t6=x,y
t∈X∪Y γt,y

. (4)

Theorem 1. For any MTC device x ∈ X fails to transmit its
packet to y ∈ X ∪ Y iff SINRx,y falls below a threshold γth.
This event is known as an outage event and occurs with a
probability Px,y which can be expressed as

Px,y = 1−
t6=x,y∑
t∈X∪Y

Ct,y
γ̄x,y

γ̄x,y + γ̄t,yγth
exp

(
−
γth

γ̄x,y

)
, (5)

where Ct,y =
∏z 6=x,y,t
z∈X∪Y

γ̄t,y
γ̄t,y − γ̄z,y

.

Proof: The proof is omitted due to space limitation.

1A block corresponds to the time duration necessary to send one packet.



C. Delay modeling

This section is devoted to the delay analysis of MTC
systems. The MTC devices in the network are equipped with a
buffer to store the packets before their transmission. The use
of buffers improves the control of packet flow and reduces
the network congestion. As mentioned in Section II-A, the
MTC devices can attach to the eNodeBs directly or through
the cluster head. The packets are generated at the MTC devices
according to a Poisson distribution with a rate λ. For the
packets received at the cluster head, the arrival of these packets
follows a Poisson distribution with a rate λ. This section focus
on the analyses of the average sojourn time in the buffer
denoted as D[λ]

x,y and the average waiting time for a data packet
referred to as W [λ]

x,y .
The average waiting time W [λ]

x,y in the buffer of x for a data
packet is the average time spent by a packet in the buffer of
x which begins from the generation/arrival2 of that packet at
the buffer of x until the start of its transmission. Note that the
successful reception of a packet at the destination y occurs
after a random number of retransmissions. To quantify the
delay associated with the retransmission events, we measure
the average sojourn time D[λ]

x,y of a packet in the buffer of
x, which is defined as the average time elapsed from the
generation/arrival of the packet until its successful reception at
the next destination node y. The packet’s sojourn time in the
buffer can be evaluated using the Pollaczek-Khinchin equation
as [13]

D[λ]
x,y =W [λ]

x,y + E(Tx,y)TF , (6)

where TF is the time required for a single transmission
of a given packet and E(Tx,y) is the average number of
retransmissions for the packets sent from x to y. For the ARQ
scheme, the packet is retransmitted until successful reception
at the receiver y or a maximum number of retransmissions M
is reached. In case of reception failure after M retransmissions
the packet is discarded. The number of retransmissions Tx,y
varies randomly according to the conditions of the fading
channel between the nodes x and y. The average number of
retransmissions E(Tx,y) can be expressed as [14]

E(Tx,y) = 1 +

M−1∑
m=1

P (F 1, ..., Fm) = 1 +

M−1∑
m=1

(Px,y)m

=

M−1∑
m=0

(Px,y)m =
1− (Px,y)M

1− Px,y
, (7)

where P (F 1, ..., Fm) is the probability of a reception failure at
the 1, . . . ,mth retransmissions. Since the channel realizations
in each transmission are independent identically distributed,
the event of reception failure at each step are independent
and have equal probabilities, thus P (F 1, ..., Fm) = (Px,y)m.
Using (7), we can conclude that the average number of
retransmissions E(Tx,y) increases as the outage probability
Px,y and the value of M increase.

2The term generation is utilized if the MTC device x communicate
directly with the eNodeB y in this case the packet is generated at x, whereas
the term arrival is used in case the device x forwards the traffic of another
MTC device to the destination eNodeB y.

The average waiting time W [λ]
x,y for a data packet can be

obtained as [13]

W [λ]
x,y =

λE(T 2
x,y)T 2

F

2(1− ρ)
+
TF

2
, (8)

where ρ is a parameter which should satisfy the following
stability condition

ρ = λE(Tx,y)TF < 1. (9)

The term E(T 2
x,y) represents the second-order moment of the

number of retransmissions Tx,y and can be expressed as [14]

E(T 2
x,y) = 1 +

M−1∑
m=1

(2m+ 1)P (F 1, ..., Fm). (10)

Using [15, Eq. (0.113)] and the equality P (F 1, ..., Fm) =
(Px,y)m, we can further simplify the expression of E(T 2

r ) as

E(T 2
x,y) = 1 +

M−1∑
m=1

(2m+ 1) (Pu,v)m =

M−1∑
m=0

(2m+ 1) (Pu,v)m

=
1− (2M − 1) (Pu,v)M

1− Pu,v
+

2Pu,v
(
1− (Pu,v)M−1

)
(1− Pu,v)2

. (11)

From (11), it can be concluded that the second-moment
E(T 2

x,y) of the number of retransmissions increases as the
outage probability and M increase. Using (8), it can be clearly
seen that the average waiting time W [λ]

x,y is proportional to the
second-moment E(T 2

x,y). Similarly, it can be deduced from
(6) that the sojourn time D[λ]

x,y is proportional to both the
first-moment, E(Tx,y), and the second-moment, E(T 2

r ), of the
number of retransmissions. Since both E(Tx,y) and E(T 2

x,y)
increase proportionally with the outage probability and M ,
consequently a larger average sojourn time D[λ]

x,y and a longer
average waiting time W [λ]

x,y are experienced by the packets as
the outage probability Px,y and the value of M increase.

D. Energy consumption modeling

In this section, we study the energy consumption of MTC
devices. To improve the communication reliability between
any two devices x and y, an ARQ scheme is utilized for
data transmission. The fact that the number of retransmissions
varies depending on the channel conditions makes the con-
sumed power a random variable. We will first study in this
section the average consumed power and deduce from that
the average consumed energy. The average consumed power
P̄ for the ARQ scheme can be determined as
P̄ = Px · P (S1) + 2Px · P (F 1, S2) + ...

+ (M − 1)Px · P (F 1, ..., SM−1) +MPx · P (F 1, ..., FM−1)

= Px ·
(

1 +

M−1∑
m=1

P (F 1, ..., Fm)

)
= Px ·

(
1 +

M−1∑
m=1

(Px,y)m

)

= Px · E(Tx,y) = Px ·
1− (Px,y)M

1− Px,y
, (12)

where the term Px stands for the power per retransmission3

at a given node x. We denote by P (S1) the probability of
successful reception at node y of the first transmission, while
P (F 1, ..., SM−1) refers to the probability of a reception failure
in the 1st, 2nd, . . ., (M−2)th retransmissions and a successful
reception at the (M − 1)th retransmission. If the packet is

3We assume that the power is constant for all retransmissions.



successfully received after the first transmission (this event
occurs with a probability P (S1)), the amount of consumed
power would be equal to Px. If the packet is received correctly
after two retransmissions (the probability of this event is
P (F 1, S2)), the amount of consumed power would be equal
to 2Px. The consumed power would be equal to MPx if the
1st, . . . , (M−1)th retransmissions fails (the probability of this
event is P (F 1, ..., FM−1)). The average consumed power is
obtained by summing up all the possible values of consumed
power weighted by their respective probability of occurrence.
The result in (12) shows that we can express the average
consumed power as the product of two terms: the power per
retransmission Px and the average number of retransmissions
E(Tx,y).

The average consumed energy Ex,y can be obtained as

Ex,y = Px · TF · P (S1) + 2Px · TF · P (F 1, S2) + ...+ (M − 1)Px

· TF · P (F 1, ..., SM−1) +MPx · TF · P (F 1, ..., FM−1)

= Px · TF ·
(

1 +

M−1∑
m=1

(Px,y)m

)
= Px · TF · E(Tx,y) = P̄ · TF .

(13)
Using (13), it can be noticed that there is a linear relation

between the average consumed energy Ex,y and the average
consumed power P̄ . On the other hand, it can be deduced from
(12) that the average consumed power P̄ increases proportion-
ally with the average number of transmissions E(Tx,y). We
recall that as the outage probability Px,y and the value of M
increase, a larger value of E(Tx,y) is witnessed which yields
a higher average consumed power and energy P̄ and Ex,y ,
respectively. Note that a higher consumed power and energy
lead to a shorter network lifetime.

III. MACHINE-TYPE COMMUNICATIONS OPTIMAL
SCHEMES

In this section, we present two solutions to forward the
data from MTC devices to eNodeBs which differ mainly on
their objectives to deal with the problem. The first solution,
named EA-MTC (energy aware scheme for machine type
communication), that aims to reduce the energy consumption
when forwarding data from devices to the eNodeBs. The
second solution, named DA-MTC (delay aware scheme for
machine type communication), that aims to reduce the data
transfer delay when forwarding data from devices to the
eNodeBs. In this paper, we aim to find optimal solutions to
deal with the problem of data forwarding in MTC network.
For this reason, the proposed solutions are formalized through
linear programming. To lightweight the linear programing
complexity of each solution, we aim to reduce the search space
of the receivers for each MTC device x to a feasible set η(x).
It is intuitive that if two nodes are not able to communicate
in an interference-free environment, they will definitely fail
to communicate in presence of interference. We define the
transmission range ρx for each MTC device x according to
its transmission power and the receivers sensitivity γth then
the set of potential receivers of this device is restricted to
the receivers that are within a distance ρx from device x.
Formally, η(x) is constituted with all the receivers that belong

to a circle centered at x with radius ρx. In fact, any receiver
y ∈ X ∪ Y is a candidate parent for x (i.e., x ∈ η(x)) iff
the euclidean distance between x and y does not exceed ρx
(i.e., d(x, y) ≤ ρy). The following lemma specifies how to
determine the transmission range, ρx:
Lemma 1. MTC device x can forward its data to a receiver
y iff y is within a distance less than ρx from node x, where
ρx is defined as follows:

ρx = d0
β

√
Px

N0γth
, (14)

Px is the transmitter power of device x, γth is the receiver
sensitivity, and β is the path loss exponent.

Proof: Using (2) and (3) we can express the average
received signal-to-noise ratio at node y as

γ̄x,y =
PxE[α2

x,y ]

N0
=
Px

N0

(
d0

dx,y

)β
. (15)

In average, the transmission from x to y succeeds only
if the average received signal-to-noise ratio at y exceeds the
sensitivity of the receiver y denoted as γth, i.e., γ̄x,y ≤ γth.
It follows that

γth =
Px

N0

(
d0

ρ

)β
, thus ρx = d0

β

√
Px

N0γth
.

A. EA-MTC: energy aware scheme for machine type commu-
nication

In this subsection, we present EA-MTC that aims to forward
the data from MTC devices to eNodeBs while minimizing
the energy consumption. EA-MTC models the problem as an
integer program. As mentioned in Table I, we define three
variables: (i) Xx,y is a boolean decision variable that is set
to 1 if device x ∈ X selects y ∈ X ∪ Y as receiver; (ii)
E is the maximum amount of energy can be consumed in
the network; (iii) F is a matrix of integers (with elements
Fx,y) that introduces a notion of flow in order to force the
optimization task to connect all devices, with at most two hops,
to eNodeBs Y without creating cycles. To guarantee that, we
have to ensure that the number of entering flows at Y equals
to the number of devices | X |. The EA-MTC formulation is
as follows:

min E (16)

S.t,
∀x ∈ X :

∑
y∈η(x)

Xx,y = 1. (17)

∀x ∈ X : (
∑

y∈X∩η(x)
Xy,x)× (

∑
t∈X∩η(x)

Xt,x) = 0 (18)

∑
x∈X ,y∈Y∩η(x)

Fx,y = |X |. (19)

∀x ∈ X :
∑

y∈(X∪Y)∩η(x)
Fx,y −

∑
y∈X∩η(x)

Fy,x = 1. (20)

∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ η(x) : 0 ≤ Fx,y ≤ |X |Xx,y . (21)

∑
x∈X

∑
y∈η(x)

Xx,yEx,y ≤ E. (22)



∀x ∈ X :
∑

∀y∈Y∩η(x)
Xx,yD[λx]

x,y ≤ DMAX . (23)

∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ X ∩ η(x) : if Xx,y = 1 then

D[λx]
x,y +

∑
∀z∈Y∩η(y)

Xy,z(D[λx]
y,z +D[λy ]

y,z ) ≤ DMAX . (24)

∀y ∈ Y :
∑

x∈X∩η(x)
Xx,y ≤ CMAX . (25)

In EA-MTC, we aim to minimize the energy consumption
as much as possible while the the data transfer delay does
not exceed a threshold DMAX and the contention at eNodeBs
does not exceed a threshold CMAX . Meanwhile, the constraints
are used to ensure the following conditions: constraint (17)
ensures that each MTC device has only one receiver; constraint
(18) ensures the data forwarding path between each device in
X and an eNodeBs in Y should not exceed two hops. If a
device x ∈ X is selected as receiver by another device y ∈ X ,
the former should not select another MTC device t as receiver.
Formally,

∑
y∈X∩η(x)Xy,x = 1 ⇒

∑
t∈X∩η(x)Xx,t = 0.

While constraints (19), (20) and (21) are used for modeling
the network connectivity and ensuring that all the devices
can transmit their data to eNodeBs Y . To make sure that the
formed topology connects all the devices to the eNodeBs Y , a
packet flow is mimicked, which is generated and routed from
the devices to the eNodeBs Y . Each device in the network has
to generate only one packet. Every relay node forwards the
received packets plus its own packet to the eNodeBs Y . The
mimicked packet flow should be routed within the constructed
tree. Constraint (19) captures the fact that the number of
packets received by Y equals to the number of devices (i.e.,
| X |). Constraint (20) ensures that each node generates only
one packet. Constraint (21) forces the generated flow to be
routed only within the constructed topology, from each device
x to its receiver y (Xx,y = 0⇒ Fx,y = 0).

Constraint (22) ensures that sum of energy consumed by
the devices X should do not exceed the maximum amount of
energy variable E that we aim to minimize. Based on (17),
each device x should select only one receiver, and hence∑
y∈η(x)Xx,yEx,y represents the energy consumption between

device x and its receiver. Constraint (23) ensures that delay
between a device and its receiver form eNodeBs Y should
do not exceed DMAX . While constraint (24) ensures that if a
device x selects another device y as receiver, the time required
to forward packets from x to y and also the time to forward
the packets received and generated at y to eNodeBs Y should
not exceed DMAX . By constraints (23) and (24), we ensure
that the maximum data transfer delay between devices and
eNodeBs should not exceed the maximum tolerated delay in
the network DMAX . Constraint (24) ensures that the maximum
contention at each eNodeB Y should not exceed the maximum
tolerated contention CMAX . In fact, we aim to ensure that each
eNodeB y ∈ Y should not be selected as receiver by more than
CMAX devices.

However, the above optimization problem is not linear due
to the constraints defined by (18) and (24). In order to simplify

the solution, the following transformations are applied to (18)
and (24) in order to convert the model to a linear program.
Constraint (18) can be transformed as follow:

∀x ∈ X :
∑

y∈X∩η(x),x 6=y
Xy,x ≤ (1−

∑
y∈X ,x 6=y

Xx,y)|X | (26)

It is obvious that
∑
y∈X∩η(x),x 6=yXy,x ≤ |X |. From (26),

if device x selects a device y as receiver, then all the other
devices are forbidden to select it as receiver. Otherwise, can
be a receiver at most for all the devices |X |. Meanwhile,
constraints (24) is transformed to linear constraints as follows:
∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ X ∩ η(x) :

D[λx]
x,y +

∑
∀z∈Y∩η(y)

Xy,z(D[λx]
y,z +D[λy ]

y,z ) ≤ DMAX+A(1−Xx,y), (27)

where A is a large number (A→∞).
From (27), according to the values of Xx,y , the

following could be noted: If Xx,y = 0, D[λx]
x,y +∑

∀z∈Y∩η(y)Xy,z(D[λx]
y,z +D[λy ]

y,z ) can take any values without
any restriction as A → ∞. Otherwise, i.e., Xx,y = 1, we
have D[λx]

x,y +
∑
∀z∈Y∩η(y)Xy,z(D[λx]

y,z +D[λy ]
y,z ) ≤ D, which is

equivalent to (24).
Based on the above analysis, the optimization problem

would be transformed to the following linear program:

min E

S.t, (17), (19), (20), (21), (22), (23), (25), (26) and (27).

B. DA-MTC approach

In this subsection, we present the DA-MTC approach, which
aims to gather the data from different MTC devices as fast as
possible. Using the same approach as for EA-MTC, DA-MTC
is modeled as an integer program. The DA-MTC formulation
is as follows:

minD

S.t,
(17), (19), (20), (21), (25), (26) and∑

x∈X

∑
y∈η(x)

Xx,yEx,y ≤ EMAX . (28)

∀x ∈ X :
∑

∀y∈Y∩η(x)
Xx,yD[λx]

x,y ≤ D. (29)

∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ X ∩ η(x) :

D[λx]
x,y +

∑
∀z∈Y∩η(y)

Xy,zD[λx]
y,z ≤ D +M × (1−Xx,y). (30)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed solutions, EA-
MTC and DA-MTC via simulation. The solutions are evaluated
through python, extended package for graph theory called
networkx [16] and IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.6.1. The
algorithms are evaluated in terms of the following metrics:
i) Energy consumption, which is defined as the amount of
energy consumed by all devices. ii) End-to-end delay, which
is defined as the maximum time required for each device to
succeed to forward all its packets to the eNodeBs Y . In the
simulation results, each plotted point represents the average of
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Fig. 2: The impact of receiver sensitivity on the network
performances at each solution

10 executions. The plots are presented with 95% confidence
interval. The evaluation of different algorithms is performed by
varying the receiver sensitivity threshold γth and the number
of devices |X |. We conduct two set of experiments. Firstly,
we vary the number of nodes |X | and fix γth to 10−9.4. Then,
we vary γth while fixing |X | to 100.

Fig. 1 illustrates the performance of different protocols as a
function of number of nodes |X |. The first observation we can
draw from this figure that the increase in the number of devices
has a negative impact on the energy consumption and the end-
to-end delay. Fig. 1(a) shows that EA-MTC outperforms DA-
MTC in terms of energy consumption whatever the number
of devices. Moreover, the gap between EA-MTC and DA-
MTC increases proportionally with number of devices in the
network. While Fig.1(b) shows that DA-MTC outperforms EA-
MTC in terms of end-to-end delay. We observe that the end-to-
end delay in DA-MTC remain constant whatever the number
of nodes while it increases proportionally with the number of
nodes when using EA-MTC.

Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of different protocols as
a function of receiver sensitivity γth. From Fig. 2(a), we
can observe that EA-MTC outperforms DA-MTC in terms of
energy consumption whatever γth values. Fig. 2(b) shows that
DA-MTC outperforms EA-MTC in terms of end-to-end delay
whatever the receiver sensitivity γth values. Results obtained
from the conducted simulations demonstrate the efficiency of
each proposed solution in achieving its key design goals.

V. CONCLUSION

One key vision of the upcoming 5G network is to inter-
connect a huge number of MTC devices to the internet. An
important challenge is to cope with the amount of signaling
to be generated by these devices. To deal with this problem,
we have proposed two solutions, named EA-MTC and DA-
MTC, that manage the communication between devices and
eNodeBs to achieve their objectives. The first solution favors
the reduction of energy consumption, whereas the second one
favors the reduction of data transfer delay. Simulation results
proved the efficiency of each solution in achieving its design
goal.
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